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The 401 Richmond Update is a community-building
initiative of Urbanspace Property Group. The newsletter
began in June 1994 and over the years has documented
the eclectic activities and fascinating people who make
a home in our historic factory in downtown Toronto.
If you would like to be added to the 401 Update
mailing list, please email: UPDATE@urbanspace.org.
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MOVING ON
401 wishes a fond farewell to The Tell,
an intimate live music venue that hosted
live performances and community
gatherings in Studio 133 since 2016.
We also say goodbye to photo illustrator/
designer Marcelle Faucher who has
created images for commercial and
editorial markets from her second floor
studio since 2005.

Alice Burton welcomes a visitor to her studio during Doors Open.
She is the subject of our Tenant Profile this issue.
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Sign up for bi-monthly What’s On updates
to your inbox at www.401richmond.com.
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news

Still from Cherry Blossoms (Kyoko Michishita, 1975)

VTAPE WORKS ON MICHISHITA
RESTORATION PROJECT

8 80 CITIES FOUNDER
RUNNING FOR MAYOR

Vtape Restoration & Collections Management
Director Kim Tomczak has begun the historic task of
restoring and digitizing writer, translator, and artist
Kyoko Michishita’s videos. Once fully restored,
translated, and subtitled, they will be available for
distribution through Vtape, making these key works of
Japanese feminist media art visible again for the first time
in decades. Kyoko’s new digital restorations were
exhibited this summer at Le Labo Francophone Media
Arts Centre. The program called Sensual Life: The
Films and Videos of Kyoko Michishita was curated by
Jesse Cumming as part of the Images Festival.

Gil Penalosa, founder of 8 80 Cities, has put his hat
in the ring for the 2022 Toronto mayoral race. Gil’s
campaign aims to address housing affordability issues
through zoning reform, lower speed limits, expanding
the Toronto streetcar system, and increasing investment
in public amenities.

TAPA ED ON CPAMO PANEL

Karen Carter (standing) hosting panel

THE URBAN FOREST OF
ONTARIO PLACE
Curator Karen Carter hosted a panel discussion as part
of The Urban Forest of Ontario Place exhibition in the
Urbanspace Gallery. The show featured 9 photographers’
images that captured unique perspectives of the varied
treescapes at Ontario Place. Starting with a public call
for submissions, the photography competition and
subsequent show at 401 doubled as an opportunity to
document the original landscape architecture of the site
designed by Michael Hough. Karen was joined by
University of Toronto professors Alissa North and
Danijela Puric-Mladenovic as they reflected on their
research documenting the value, history, and ongoing
presence of Hough’s landscape design at Ontario Place.
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The Toronto Alliance for the Performing Arts’ (TAPA)
Executive Director Jacoba Knappen (pictured in bottom
right corner of the zoom meeting) joined a Cultural
Pluralism in the Arts Movement of Ontario (CPAMO)
event The Gathering Divergence Multi-Arts Festival &
Conference Spring 2022 speaking to organizational
development and pivoting in a trying time.

TSV CELEBRATION
Trinity Square Video marks a significant year in their
history, celebrating their 50th anniversary and launching a
new online identity, while saying farewell to longstanding
team member
Jason Ebanks.
Left to right: José
Andrés Mora,
Andrew Cromey,
David Plant, Jason
Ebanks, Milida
Kovacova, Emily
Fitzpatrick and
Karina Iskandarsjah.

spotted & applauded
DOORS OPEN AT 401
After a two year hiatus, the City of
Toronto’s signature event Doors
Open returned in-person at the end
of May and 401 experienced record
attendance. Doors Open invites the
public to explore the city’s mostloved buildings and sites.

Left
Brigette
Nowak’s
dog Gremlin
greets visitors
to her studio

Costumes displayed on the first floor celebrating 40 years
of Esmeralda Enrique Spanish Dance Company

Above
Artist Vlad Kanic giving a
tour at Abbozzo Gallery
Left
Saskia Vegter, Urbanspace’s
Argricultural Coordinator
(centre) selling seedlings
grown at the 401

RED SKY DIRECTOR WINS
METCALF HONOUR
Red Sky Performance’s Artistic Director
Sandra Laronde is one of five winners of
the 2021 Johanna Metcalf Performing
Arts Award announced during a private
ceremony at the Art Gallery of Ontario.
The Johanna Metcalf Performing Arts

Award recognizes the achievements of
Ontario artists working and producing
in the field for at least 10 years and
who continue to push the boundaries
within the arts. As part of her win,
Sandra chose Aria Evans, a Torontobased interdisciplinary artist and artistic
director of Political Movement, as her
protege who received $10,000. Winners
select a protege to celebrate earlycareer artists who are making significant
contributions to their field and redefining
the performing arts sector.

and zines publisher, Annie Koyama,
was recognized with an honourary
doctorate from OCAD University, noting
her dedication to supporting a diverse
range of artistic voices. While Koyama
Press closed in 2021, Annie continues
with Koyama Provides, a grant project
funding artist project productions,
publications and exhibitions.

ANNIE KOYAMA HONOURED
WITH DOCTORATE DEGREE
This past summer, comics, art books,
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tenant profile

ALICE BURTON Studio 260
While Alice Burton was interested in and made art
throughout her childhood, when it came time to choose a
path for her education she pursued a different trajectory.
Having lost her father at the age of 10, Alice’s mother
supported her art-making but encouraged her to choose
something different for a career. Alice recalls her
mother’s suggestion, “Why don’t you do something that
you can earn your living in and then do all the art you
want?” This seemed like practical advice to Alice and for
inspiration she turned to her favourite young adult book
series Cherry Ames written by Helen Wells and Julie
Campbell Tatham. Cherry was a young nurse that
applied her experience and mystery-solving skills to
nursing roles and adventures all around the globe. And
because nurse training in Canada at the time was
hands-on in hospitals, it suited the young Alice who
had no interest in sitting in a classroom for any length of
time. After a few years working as a nurse in a Toronto
hospital, Alice furthered her education at McGill
University in Montréal, specializing in public health.
Throughout her twenties, Alice took long summer
breaks to travel internationally, touring Europe and even
spent time in Russia. She eventually married at 29 and
continued to travel with her husband including to Asia,
visiting Japan and China. And all the while, Alice took
4

night classes at Three Schools of Art, Central
Technical School, Toronto School of Art, Humber
College and York University. She also regularly
exhibited in local community group exhibitions. By the
mid-1980s, Alice decided she was ready to pursue a fine
arts degree and enrolled in York University, completing
her BFA in 1987.
While Alice’s subject matter has shifted over the
years from figurative, to abstraction, and landing now in
landscape, her exploration of colour has remained
constant. She’s driven by the effect of one hue next to
another. And while she explored different media in her
earlier training years, painting remains her true passion.
Alice shares, “I like the feeling of a brush on canvas.”
Drawing from many influences, including the colour
palettes of Henri Matisse, the stylized forms of the
Group of Seven, and the precise designs of Utagawa
Hiroshige’s Japanese woodcuts, Alice incorporated all
of it into her practice.
After finishing her degree, Alice began to exhibit
more and more with 7 solo exhibitions in as many years.
In 1997 she had the first of a few exhibitions at the
experimental New York City gallery Audart, run by
Audrey Regan and located in an old bank tower on
Broad Street, steps from the New York Stock

Left to right from opposite page
Alice Burton in her studio; Reflections
on COVID (2022); Deux Ilse (2017)

Exchange. Alice was included in their TNT exhibition
that brought together painters from Toronto, New York
and Tokyo, and showed a video work with Barbara
McGivern in the spectacle show The Art & Technology
Circus making the relatively new connection between
art and technology.
Alice maintained her momentum exhibiting, and in
2002 had the opportunity to mount a solo exhibition at
JK ROM, the noted Canadian Chef Jamie Kennedy’s
restaurant at the Royal Ontario Museum. The exhibition,
The Silk Road and Beyond chronicled Alice’s
experience of travelling the ancient Silk Road, or routes
as may be the case, by rail across China from Beijing to
Kashgar. The show was curated by Dr. Ming Tiampo,
Professor of Art and Architectural History at Carleton
University, and her accompanying text described the
work as “Neither narrative or completely abstract, they
conjure up the experience of travel with its unexpected
juxtapositions, half remembered textures, and awakening
of the senses.” The exhibition was a success with many
of the works selling and it caught the eye of art dealer
Ron Moore. Moore signed Alice on to Moore Gallery’s
roster and she showed at his space until he retired in
2013. Alice also secured representation at the Galerie
Jean-Claude Bergeron in Ottawa and at Yumart
Gallery in 401 Richmond.
A constant in Alice’s practice for the last 25 years
has been her studio space at 401. In the late spring of
1995 with fellow artists Irene Bond and Judi Frost,
Alice moved into Studio 122, the space that eventually

became the Studio 123 Early Learning Centre. At the
time it didn’t yet connect to the courtyard and resembled
a long bowling alley in Alice’s recollection. Judi eventually
left the studio and Irene and Alice moved up to a suitable
studio for two on the second floor. In the fall of 2000,
Alice moved into her own studio on the 4th floor, and
when Gwendolyne Hats closed their studio at 401 in the
fall of 2012, Alice moved into Studio 433 by the courtyard
spiral staircase and continues to create there today.
This past May for the City of Toronto’s Doors Open
event, Alice welcomed guests into her studio for a
participatory activity titled The State of the Nation Now
responding to the Freedom Convoy occupation in
Ottawa. Starting with a large 5 x 6 foot canvas painted
softly with the Canadian flag, Alice invited visitors to pick
up a brush, pencil or marker and add to the canvas with
imagery that symbolizes their perspectives of Canada.
Alice generously donated the resulting artwork to the
building, and it will find a permanent home at 401 soon.
This past summer Alice was included in the summer
exhibition of gallery artists at yumart Gallery highlighting
works on paper. Alice is represented by an uncommon
sculptural work titled Reflections on COVID-19. The
piece includes a written component that chronicles
Alice’s time as a nurse and the situations when she wore
a mask in her duties, bringing together her two careers in
one artwork. As her mother suggested, Alice
successfully pursued work that earned her a living and
married it with her passion for art-making.
www.aliceburton.com
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listings

September to November 2022

The Listings Board is your opportunity to communicate
with other tenants and keep them informed about what is
happening in your organization. If you are having a sale,
exhibition, or event you would like advertised, email details
to communications@urbanspace.org. Open to all tenants.
DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE: Friday, October 7, 2022

GALLERY DIRECTORY
A Space Gallery (Studio 110)
416-979-9633 www.aspacegallery.org
Abbozzo Gallery (Studio 128)
416-260-2220 www.abbozzogallery.com
Artspace Platform (Studio B-106)
ryersonartspace@gmail.com
www.ryersonartspace.com
Critical Distance Centre for Curators (Studio 122)
info@criticaldistance.ca www.criticaldistance.ca
Gallery 44 Centre for Contemporary Photography (Studio 120)
416-979-3941 www.gallery44.org
Myseum of Toronto (Studio LL01)
416-583-2030 www.mysuemoftoronto.com
Open Studio (Studio 104)
416-504-8238 www.openstudio.ca
Red Head Gallery (Studio 115)
416-504-5654 www.redheadgallery.org
TAG (Tangled Art Gallery) (Studio 124)
647-725-5064 www.tangledarts.org
Trinity Square Video (Studio 121)
416-593-1332 www.trinitysquarevideo.com
Urbanspace Gallery (Studio 117)
416-595-5900 www.urbanspacegallery.ca
yumart Gallery (Studio B-20)
647-447-9274 www.yumart.ca
YYZ Artists’ Outlet (Studio 140)
416-598-4546 www.yyzartistsoutlet.org

36 Questions... exhibition at Myseum (until October 9)
SEPTEMBER 9–OCTOBER 1
Abbozzo Gallery
Dan Steeves
SEPTEMBER 9–OCTOBER 15
Gallery 44 Main Space
Tia-Simone Gardner: Dark and Perfect Memories
SEPTEMBER 10–OCTOBER 1
yumart gallery
Tim Deverell
OCTOBER 7–29
Abbozzo Gallery
Kelly Grace
OCTOBER 8–29
yumart gallery
Deirdre Tara Whelan
NOVEMBER 4–26
Abbozzo Gallery
Katharine Burns
NOVEMBER 5–26
yumart gallery
Robert Chandler

EXHIBITIONS
continues to OCTOBER 8
Urbanspace Gallery
Zherui Wang: Volatile Ecologies: Architectural Apparatuses
for Earthly Survival
Gallery 44 Production Gallery
Low Res 2022 Participants
continues to OCTOBER 9
Myseum of Toronto: 36 Questions That Lead to Loving Toronto
continues to DECEMBER 17
A Space Gallery
Online Studio Practices: Commissioned Artist Videos for the
Online Screen Space Curated by Vicky Moufawad-Paul
Artists: Jim Miller, Jason Baerg, Carole Conde and Karl
Beveridge, Jorge Lozano, MORTIFIED (Jenn Goodwin and
Camilla Singh), Winnie Truong, Shaheer Zazai
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Volatile Ecologies at Urbanspace Gallery (until October 8)

in memoriam

WILLIAM BROWN
1957-2022
The 401 community lost a valued former tenant this
past spring with the passing of William Brown. William
was the devoted partner of Gwendolyne Preboy of
Gwendolyne Hats, previously located on the 3rd floor
from 1995, and eventually moving to the 4th floor
before closing the custom hat studio in 2012. William
grew up in Toronto in a creative family and attended
OCAD University and the independent art school
Arts’ Sake. His art career spanned the heyday of the
Toronto Queen West art scene and explored ideas of
identity, personal struggle and an individuals’ place in
society. William moved on from the art world in the
1990’s to embark on a new career in marketing and
brand building at Gwendolyne’s boutique. Surviving a
serious heart attack in 2016, he maintained a positive
outlook on life despite his declining health, enjoying
the beauty in the simple joys of life.
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press check

ABBOZZO GALLERY
Dina Goldstein’s exhibition
OG Punk (at Abbozzo Gallery as
part of Scotiabank CONTACT
Photography Festival) was
featured in The Globe and Mail.
Her ongoing project documents
the survivors and still-thrivers
from the city’s punk scene of
the late 1970s and 80s.

CANADALAND RECOGNIZED AT
DIGITAL PUBLISHING AWARDS
Canadaland, a news website and podcast
network, was a finalist for three awards
at the 2022 Digital Publishing Awards
and won Honorable Mentions in all three
categories: General Excellence in Digital
Publishing, Best Podcast: Current
Affairs and Best Podcast: Arts, Culture,
& Society.

Left Kateryna, Janine and Anastasia holding
the print to help raise funds for Ukraine.
Above Janine Lindgren, Bee Grateful (2021)

401 RICHMOND STORIES: PRINTS FOR UKRAINE
Looking for a way to support Ukraine since the Russian invasion, long time 401 artist, Janine
Lindgren turned to her artwork. Her drypoint etching titled Bee Grateful seemed like the
perfect choice as a tool to raise funds. The work includes beets, the main ingredient in the
Ukrainian soup borscht, sunflowers, the country’s national flower, and bees, as Ukraine
produces the most honey per capita in the world. During the Doors Open weekend this past
May, Janine met two Ukrainian women in her studio, Anastasia and Katarina, both now
settled in Canada. The women spoke together at length about the struggles of the warstricken country before purchasing a print to help Janine’s efforts. Janine is donating 50%
of the sales proceeds to www.helprazom.com, a volunteer organization raising money and
supplies to support Ukraine. Razom means ‘together’ in Ukrainian. To purchase a print for
$100 CAD, you can email Janine at farmer_lindgren@sympatico.ca.
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William Brown, Courtyard Vines, 2009
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